In the name of God, the gracious, the merciful !

Bashir Uddin was made Muslih Maud
by moulvies & not Allah(swt)
Dear very respected all,
Assalam O Alaikum W. W. !

You all know that from last few months, Maulvi Ansar Raza sahib who is from
Jama'at Ahmadiyya Qadian "sum" Mehmood is presenting verse 60 of Alnisa to
prove that who will disobey Allah, Rasool and way of Momeneen (Sabeel Lul
Momeneen) , that person will be misguided and will be disobidient of Quran
and Allah Taala (fasiq).
Not even single member of our Jama'at including our Imam Hazrat Abdul
Ghaffar sahib (as) disagree with Maulvi Ansar Raza sahib. We, by the grace of
Allah, believe in each and every word of Quran and we believe that we need to
put or present our disputes to Quran Mizaan to reach the final and the best
decisions.
From last few days, I am asking Maulvi Ansar Raza Sahib these following
questions via several emails and more than seventy (70) people will present
their witnesses that it is a fact because they all were also getting these emails
as carbon copies (Cc). Even after sending several messages and reminding
Maulvi Ansar Raza Sahib we are still waiting for answers of these following
questions:

Kindly, read this short email with care and Taqwa (fear of Allah)!
Kindly tell us, when Syedna Imam Mehdi (as) chose 14 people out of almost
two hundred thousands of his (as) believers in 1905 and then gave them all
powers in his own life and then by the grace of Allah these momineen used
these powers and elected their Imam, Ameer and khalifa awwal (r) and not even
one momin was against this selections by these 14 people. But when these
same chosen by Hazoor (as) momineen sat down again to chose their next
Ameer or Khalifa then Mian Mehmood Sahib rejected them and made fun of
them and insulted these chosen people by Hazoor (as) and with the help of his
own made Anjuman-e-Irshaad and Majlis-e-Ansar became Khalifa.

Was this "ATI ULLAH HA WA ATI URRASOOL"???????
Was this "Sabeel Lul Momineen" mentioned in Sura Alnisa
ver. 60 ????????
Also tell us that when Hazrat Imam Mehdi (as) died, many disbelieves like
Abdul Haq Ghaznavi started saying that Mirza sahib (nauzobillah) was kazib

because he continued saying that Allah Taala will give me Zaki Ghulam but
now he died and no Zaki Ghulam was given to him. At this time, entire
Jamaat agreed and had firm belief that this Zaki Ghulam will be born later as
per Hazoor's (as) ilhamaat. Not even single Momin person including Khalifa
Awwal (r), Mian Bashir Uddin sahib, Maulvi Muhammad Ali sahib and all Ashabe-Ahmed, disagree with this truth and facts.
http://www.alghulam.com/upload/news/news_81.pdf
All momineen agreed on this above mentioned truth but just after one month
on the death of Khalifa Awwal (r), why Mian Mehmood sahib and his very few
"khushamdi Mullah" (Flatterer Mullah) started saying that Mian Mehmood is
Musleh Maud.
http://www.alghulam.com/upload/news/news_05.pdf

After agreement of entire Jamaat of Mominen on this fact and truth why Mian
Mehmood Sahib and his friends broke this Sabeel Lul Momineen (the way or
path of Momineen).

Was Mian Mehmood sahib and were his friends "Obeying
Allah and His Rasool" and were they walking on Sabeel Lul
Momineen mentioned in Quran in Sura Alnisa verse 60 and
in many more verses of Quran Mizaan??????????
Please, also throw some light according to Quran-e-Kareem and specially your
favorite verse 60 of Alnisa that why, intentionally, Mian Mehmood Ahmed sahib
your so called Musleh Maud during his tour to Europe, went with Ch.
Zafarrullah Khan shaib to a dance club to watch half naked women and their
dances. Not only that Mian Mehmood Sahib admitted his this action himself
and told in his own Eid Sermon in Qadian (see Alfazl News paper Jan. 17,
1934).

Was this (nauzobillah) "ATI ULLAH HA WA ATI
URRASOOL"??????? Was this "Sabeel Lul Momineen"
mentioned in Sura Alnisa ver. 60 ????????
And finally, please , also read small emails in this
following link and tell us if this person will qualify as
momin and should we follow this so called momin
according to the verse 60 of Sura Alnisa which is the only

verse you brought with you on debate with this aajiz in
Brampton, Ontario Canada.
http://alghulam.com/upload/news/news_104.pdf
May Allah guide you all towards the truth and may Allah enable you all to
accept the Promised Zaki Ghulam and Promised Muhammadi Isa (as). Aamin !
Wassalam,
Syed Maulood Ahmed
5.2.2016

In the name of God, the gracious, the merciful !
Mr. Ansar Raza and dear very respected all,
Assalam O Alaikum W. W. !
You all know that from last few months, Maulvi Ansar Raza sahib who is from
Jama'at Ahmadiyya Qadian "sum" Mehmood is presenting verse 60 of Alnisa to
prove that who will disobey Allah, Rasool and way of Momeneen (Sabeel Lul
Momeneen) , that person will be misguided and will be disobidient of Quran
and Allah Taala (fasiq).
Not even single member of our Jama'at including our Imam Hazrat Abdul
Ghaffar sahib (as) disagree with Maulvi Ansar Raza sahib. We, by the grace of
Allah, believe in each and every word of Quran and we believe that we need to
put or present our disputes to Quran Mizaan to reach the final and the best
decisions.
From last few days, I am asking Maulvi Ansar Raza Sahib these following
questions via several emails and more than seventy (70) people will present
their witnesses that it is a fact because they all were also getting these emails
as carbon copies (Cc). Even after sending several messages and reminding
Maulvi Ansar Raza Sahib we are still waiting for answers of these following
questions:

Kindly, read th
is short email with care and Taqwa (fear of Allah) !
Kindly tell us, when Syedna Imam Mehdi (as) chose 14 people out of almost
two hundred thousands of his (as) believers in 1905 and then gave them all
powers in his own life and then by the grace of Allah these momineen used
these powers and elected their Imam, Ameer and khalifa awwal (r) and not even
one momin was against this selections by these 14 people. But when these
same chosen by Hazoor (as) momineen sat down again to chose their next
Ameer or Khalifa then Mian Mehmood Sahib rejected them and made fun of
them and insulted these chosen people by Hazoor (as) and with the help of his
own made Majlis-e-Irshaad and Majlis-e-Ansar became Khalifa.

Was this "ATI ULLAH HA WA ATI URRASOOL"???????
Was this "Sabeel Lul Momineen" mentioned in Sura Alnisa
ver. 60 ????????
Also tell us that when Hazrat Imam Mehdi (as) died, many disbelieves like
Abdul Haq Ghaznavi started saying that Mirza sahib (nauzobillah) was kazib
because he continued saying that Allah Taala will give me Zaki Ghulam but
now he died and no Zaki Ghulam was given to him. At this time, entire

Jamaat agreed and had firm belief that this Zaki Ghulam will be born later as
per Hazoor's (as) ilhamaat. Not even single Momin person including Khalifa
Awwal (r), Mian Bashir Uddin sahib, Maulvi Muhammad Ali sahib and all Ashabe-Ahmed, disagree with this truth and facts.
All momineen agreed on this above mentioned truth but just after one years on
the death of Khalifa Awwal (r), why Mian Mehmood sahib and his very few
"khushamdi Mullah" (Flatterer Mullah) started saying that Mian Mehmood is
Musleh Maud. After agreement of entire Jamaat of Mominen on this fact and
truth why Mian Mehmood Sahib and his friends broke this Sabeel Lul
Momineen (the way or path of Momineen).

Was Mian Mehmood sahib and were his friends "Obeying
Allah and His Rasool" and were they walking on Sabeel Lul
Momineen mentioned in Quran in Sura Alnisa verse 60 and
in many more verses of Quran Mizaan??????????
Please, also throw some light according to Quran-e-Kareem and specially your
favorite verse 60 of Alnisa that why, intentionally, Mian Mehmood Ahmed sahib
your so called Musleh Maud during his tour to Europe, went with Ch.
Zafarrullah Khan shaib to a dance club to watch half naked women and their
dances. Not only that Mian Mehmood Sahib admitted his this action himself
and told in his own Eid Sermon in Qadian (see Alfazl News paper Jan. 17,
1934).

Was this (nauzobillah) "ATI ULLAH HA WA ATI
URRASOOL"??????? Was this "Sabeel Lul Momineen"
mentioned in Sura Alnisa ver. 60 ????????
And finally, please , also read small emails in this
following link and tell us if this person will qualify as
momin and should we follow this so called momin
according to the verse 60 of Sura Alnisa which is the only
verse you brought with you on debate with this aajiz in
Brampton, Ontario Canada.
http://alghulam.com/upload/news/news_104.pdf
May Allah guide you all towards the truth and may Allah enable you all to

accept the Promised Zaki Ghulam and Promised Muhammadi Isa (as). Aamin !
Wassalam,
Syed Maulood Ahmed
09.02.2016

